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O n the evening of Saturday, May 19, we 
will begin the two-day celebration of 

the Festival of Shavuot.  (Shavuot is the often 
overlooked but nevertheless important   
holiday during which we celebrate the giving 
of the Torah.)  Thanks to the vitality and the 
leadership of the Men’s Club, Neve Shalom 
will revive the traditional practice of studying 
Torah all night long, culminating with a   
Shacharit, or morning service beginning at 
approximately 5:30 on Sunday morning in 
order to coincide with the rising of the  
morning sun.  (Please don’t worry.  If you 
would like to sleep in, we will also have our 
customary 9:30 morning service during 
which we will celebrate the Confirmation of 
Donald and Maya Solomon.) 
 As Jews, we have a complicated       
relationship with the Torah.  It is the central 
and the most fundamental text in our      
tradition.  We venerate the Torah itself, 
standing when it is raised and kissing its 
mantle when it is paraded through the    
congregation.  We mine every word for 
meaning and we glorify it in our liturgy.  We 
spend our entire lives reading the text from 
start to finish over and over, beginning anew 
each year. 
 And at the same time, we’re not      
fundamentalists and we don’t read it       
literally.  To illustrate this with just a few 
examples, even the most observant Jews in 
the world do not conduct the sacrifices that 
are commanded in the Torah.  We have 
abandoned the system of indentured      
servitude that is described as slavery in so 
much of the text.  And, finally, I have yet to 

read of any Jewish communities following the 
directives to respond to those who violate 
the Sabbath or to recalcitrant children by 
publicly stoning them to death even though 
that is what the text requires of us. 
 Early in my rabbinic school career, one 
of my rabbis, Rabbi Elliot Dorff, elegantly 
clarified the discrepancy between the sacred 
words in the Torah and normative Jewish 
practice with the phrase, “Judaism is not the 
religion of the Torah, it is the religion of the 
way that the rabbinic tradition reads the 
Torah.” 
 Jewish tradition separates our           
understanding of the Torah into two        
categories: the written Torah which is the 
holy text handwritten in the scrolls that are 
placed into the ark of every synagogue     
sanctuary and the oral Torah which consists 
of the centuries of scholarship and discussion 
about that written text which are captured in 
the Talmud, the Midrash, the legal codes all 
the way up to the books and articles and 
teachings that we author today.  Both the 
written and the oral Torah are venerated as 
holy.   
 My favorite illustration of this            
phenomenon is a Talmudic midrash or story 
which describes God’s transmission of the 
Torah to Moses on Mount Sinai.  According 
to the rabbis, when Moses arrived on the top 
of Mount Sinai, he encountered God putting 
the finishing touches on the Torah,           
embellishing the letters in the text with tiny 
decorative crowns and flags.  Curious and 
anxious to receive the Torah, Moses inquires 
of the Almighty, “Master of the Universe, 

why are you taking 
the time to         
ornament the 
letters like that?” 
 God responds, 
“In the future, 
there will be a man 
who will derive laws and truths from every jot 
and tittle.”  [I don’t know what jots and tittles 
are, but those are the words I have seen in 
every translation of this story that I’ve ever 
seen.] 
 Moses, incredulous asks to see this man. 
 God instructs Moses to turn around and 
Moses Rabbeinu, Moses Our Teacher, finds 
himself transported centuries into the future, 
sitting in the back row of Rabbi Akiba’s      
academy.  Rabbi Akiba himself is teaching his 
students the text of the Torah – and Moses is 
discouraged and disoriented because he can’t 
understand a single word. 
 Finally, one of Rabbi Akiba’s students asks 
his teacher, “Rabbi, what is the source of the 
authority of this teaching?”  Without pausing, 
Rabbi Akiba answers, “This is a law that was 
given to Moses on Mount Sinai.”     
 Upon hearing this, Moses was reassured.   
 Nevertheless, moments later when he 
found himself back on Mount Sinai, he asked 
God, “Master of the Universe, why have you 
chosen to give me the Torah when you could 
give it directly to a scholar like Akiba instead?” 
 God responds, “Silence.  This is how the 
Torah will be elevated before 
me.”  (Babylonian Talmud Menakhot 29b). 

(continued on page 7) 
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Israel at 70 

O n Wednesday evening, 
May 30 at 7:30 pm, 

the Jewish Choir of Central 
NJ, Makhelat Hamercaz, 
which I co-direct with    
Cantor Anna West Ott, will 
perform our 15th Annual 
Spring Concert. This year we 
will sing mostly Israeli songs 
at East Brunswick Jewish 
Center on Ryders Lane. 
From classics to brand new 
pieces, serious and silly, we promise a fun and entertaining evening. 
 Our guest soloist will be Ben Berman, a young tenor with amazing skills who will sing 
“Shomer Yisrael” (“Guardian of Israel”) with the choir and will likely get a standing ovation.  
The program will be filled with joyful Israeli favorites, classics, sing-alongs and some new           
selections.  This will be a great opportunity to connect in a positive way with Israel without any 
complicated discussions of politics or issues. A sumptuous reception will  follow. This           
milestone birthday is important to celebrate and we hope many Neve Shalom families will join 
us for this fun, lively and joyful program. 
 You can purchase tickets from the Hazzan. Opportunities to be a sponsor are also       
available. 

It was a great  day on March 10, 
when we honored Dan and Debra 
Hirsch and Stuart and Nancy 
Shlossman for their years of 
service to our community and 
synagogue. We heard several 
memorable speeches and  

presentations by Rabbi Rosin, Eliot Spack, and Jennifer and             
Richard  Bullock. I want to express my thanks to our event chairs 
Jennifer Bullock and Cindy Steinbach for the dedication and         
support.  For their commitment, thoughtfulness and tremendous 
work ethic on the Ad Journal, I would like to thank the committee, 
including Deborah Berman, Andrea Colby, Josh Danziger, Linda Gotlib, 
Bruce Greenberg,  Dan Hirsch, Miriam Kafker, Elliot Ludwin, Amy 
Opitz, Steven Schneider, Eliot Spack and David Yellin.  Our cover art 
team included Lauren Rabinowitz,  Stacey Sern and Madeline Tolins-
Schlitt.  The journal designer and editor was Mindy Osterman. 
  Thanks to the office staff  for their hard work and dedication. I 
would like to thank the entire Congregation. The support and gener-
osity inspired by this event and others like it, help create a gratifying 
atmosphere of learning, praying and socializing in our     synagogue.  
Of course I would be remiss if I did not mention the   honorees, for 
without Nancy, Stuart, Debra and Dan this event would not have been 
so successful. 
 For me, it was truly an honor to work with these                      
individuals.  They have been extremely generous and had many     
helpful insights and suggestions. Everyone worked very hard to raise 
nearly $30,000 towards Neve Shalom’s programs and projects.  A 
yasher koach to all. 

Kenneth Braverman, Ad Journal Chairman 
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Y 
ou know you are lucky when you have a skilled bookkeeper 
who ensures “everybody counts,” as she is readily available 
to answer congregants’ questions day-in and day-out. 

         Lisa Luzzi has been instrumental in straightening out our    
finances and creating new systems to streamline information and 
ensure its accuracy regarding the finances of the synagogue.  Since 
Lisa's    arrival, most financial information is now online including all 
payments and donations.  Lisa has helped streamline our fund     
account.  She works hand in hand with our banking partners.  She 
has assisted in a review of all our financial procedures conducted last 
year by an   outside accounting firm and has put their                        
recommendations into place . 
 Lisa vigilantly watches over our spending habits, reviews and 
renegotiates vendor contracts to reduce spending whenever        
possible.  She works closely with the Treasurer and Financial        
Secretary throughout the year as well as the Finance Committee 
when they are preparing the proposed budgets each year. She is 
responsible for writing all checks as well as handling payroll and  

From the Synagogue President By Debbie Schildkraut 

Pre-bat/bar mitzvah children with May birthdays are 
invited to join us on May 12 to enjoy a special     
blessing from the Hazzan and a  celebratory  
Kiddush following   services!   יום הולדת שמח  

 

Our Bookkeeper Makes Sure Everybody Counts! 

ensuring that payments are accurate. She works with members to 
set up dues schedules.  
 Lisa provides frequent updates to track our spending and often 
makes herself available outside of working hours.  In short, Neve 
could not function financially without Lisa's skilled                
bookkeeping.   Thank you! 

Zachary Bersch 

Eleanor Brinen 

Logan Campbell 

Logan Curado 

Aaron Grubman 

Maya Footerman 

Gabriela Herrmann 

Adam Kaplan 

June Ring 

If your child's name does not appear on this list, 
please contact Mara McAuley  

at maramcauley@aol.com to assure that your child 
will be invited to the bimah for the blessing at our 

next celebration.* 
*A belated Yom Huledet Sameach to Eitan Sruya who  

celebrated his 11th birthday on February 18th!   

Please remember Neve   
Shalom with a gift in your 
will, trust, retirement       
account or life insurance 
policy. 

mailto:maramcauley@aol.com
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I  can't believe the end of the year is almost upon us!  This year has been 
exciting with school-wide holiday programs and the re-evaluating of the 

Hebrew curriculum.  I am thrilled to have been part of the learning process 
and enjoyed getting to know the families of Neve Shalom.   
 Please join us on May 4 for our Community Dinner followed by our 7th 
grade Moving Up program during our Friday evening services which begin at 
7:30. 
 Our last day of school is Sunday, May 13.  We will have a  special Shavuot 
themed Shabbat 2.0 on Saturday, May 19.   
 On Shavuot, we eat dairy.  There are many reasons for this.  One reason 
is that the Hebrew letters chet-lamed-vav, which spell the word “chalav” 
which means milk, hold the numerical value of 40.  Moses spent 40 days on 
top of Mount Sinai waiting for the Torah!  And... since the Torah was given on 
Shabbat, the Jewish people were unable to slaughter and  prepare meat.  As a 
result, they had a dairy meal! 
 Come see how we will celebrate Shavuot, dairy style, at the May 19 
Shabbat 2.0! 
 Wishing you all a wonderful summer and looking forward to seeing you 
throughout the summer and again in September. 

I 
t's hard to believe, but the school year is drawing to a close and 
it's time to say goodbye to our graduating 4 year old class of 
2018.  What a wonderful year it has been and we wish you all 

much joy and success in kindergarten next fall.  We would also like to 
thank the entire Nursery School teaching staff for all of their hard 
work and dedication.  Thank you to Joanna Koster and Liz London, 
our hard working Nursery Committee Co-chairpersons for doing a 
phenomenal job, as well as to all of the Nursery School friends and 
families for their support and for playing such an active role in their 
child's preschool education. 
 We accomplished so many things this year, both in and out of 
the classrooms!  For the first time, each of our classrooms           
maintained a private Facebook page for only their classroom parents 
and teachers to view, giving them a daily update and “inside” view of 
our classroom activities. Our Nursery Committee spearheaded     
several new Nursery School events: Family Dinner Dance, Parent’s 
Night Out, and our first annual Trike-a-thon! All of these fun family 
activities were enthusiastically embraced by the nursery school fami-
lies, as well as the outside community, at our Trike-a-thon!  
 If you, or anyone you know, is interested in sending their child to 
Neve Shalom Nursery School please know that we have limited   
openings for the upcoming school year 2018-2019.  Please contact 
Martha Mack, Director nurseryschool@neveshalom.net or 732-548-
2238, ext 17 for a personal tour of our facility! 
 Have a wonderful summer and see you in the fall! 

Nursery School  
News 

By Martha Mack, Director 

Hebrew School News 
By Sharon Diamondstein, Director of Education 

Membership Memo 
By Steven Schneider, Vice President, Membership 

M ay is the month that we start thinking about summer and 
vacations. We have successful navigated the winter, flow-

ers and trees are blooming and the weather is getting warmer. 
But there is still plenty going on in our Community. We have lots 
of programs and learning events in May.  
 Opportunities for socializing, learning, and observing are 
going on every day. Check out the calendar and find one thing 
you that interests you. 

 

Here is just a sampling of the events going on in May: 

 Suzy Schwartz Memorial Scholarship Concert – Rick Recht – 
April 29 (I realize that’s not May.) 

 Israeli Dancing – Every Thursday night at 6:30 pm 

 Community Shabbat Dinner – May 4 

 Torah on Tap – Monday evenings 

 Lag B’Omer Games – May 6 

 Harvest of Hops– May 6 

 55 Plus Group – May 9 

 Guess Who’s Coming to Shabbas – May 11 

 Claus Morch – “Jews Saved by Sweden” speaker – May 18 

 Shavuot and Night of Study – May 19 
 

 Begin a new habit and attend an event that you haven’t 
tried before. You have everything to gain.  
 Neve Shalom is as warm and inviting as it is because of all of 
you. Sharing your Jewish journey is what builds our Community. 
Let’s keep building together.   I look forward to seeing you soon!! 
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O n Friday      
evening, 

May 18, we will present the final 
of this season’s Adult Ed     
speakers, thanks to the           
generosity of Gilbert and Claudie 
Hayat. Following the 7:30 pm 
service, Claus Morch (pictured) 
will speak about “Ways Jews 
Were Saved in    Sweden.” 
 Since he was three years 
old, Claus Morch would help his 
father hide and transport to safety as many Jews as they could 
to keep them from the Nazis. They used amazing and clever 
techniques and saved thousands of people.  Please come to 
hear these fascinating and true stories of heroism which helped 
so many Jews. 
 Refreshments will be served following the talk. 

By Hazzan Sheldon Levin 

Adult Ed News 

Men’s Club Minute 
By Lon Dobbs, Men’s Club President 

I  hope everyone enjoyed our amazing annual Pasta Dinner 
Extravaganza last month.  But to host a successful event like 

this, or the Steak and Spirits in the Sukkah, the Meadery Event, 
Family Fun Day, etc.,  takes the support and effort of many, many 
individuals – and I continue to thank everyone for their help and 
support, from those that show up to every meeting and activity, 
to those that take an hour or two one day during the year to help 
chop up some vegetables for a breakfast event or stop for a little 
kibbitzing with the other men at another event. 
 These events cannot be successful without your help, and 
we have many opportunities for you to partake in various events 
(help with just one!) as a lead, co-lead, or as a chairperson.  If you 
have never helped out before, it’s no problem.  Help out as a co-
lead and learn from  those with more experience  experienced 
leads. There are three chairman positions available for 2018-
2019 (Membership, Programming, and Religious).  We are also 
looking for a lead to run our successful World Wide Wrap       
program, as well as leads for brand new events – Hobby Day, 
Family Day and Tailgate Party, and a returning oldie-but-goody, 
Comedy Night.  There are also many co-lead positions available. 
 If you are      interested in helping us out, please talk to my-
self or any of the members of the Executive Board (Lawrence 
Dombrow, Bruce Levin, Keith Boxer, and Steven Schneider) or 
email us at mensclub@neveshalom.net.  

 For nearly three years, the Guess Who's Coming to Shabbas?        
program has involved hundreds of members of the Neve community and 
drawn us all closer together. A majority of our congregants have already 
hosted or been a guest. If you are interested in participating and have not 
yet been involved, all you have to do is volunteer to host and you will 
automatically be included!  
 Our theme for May is:  Graduation/School 
 As graduation day arrives for friends and family, consider inviting 
graduates to your Shabbat dinner. Alternatively, invite families from the 
same grade as your own children or, perhaps, create a reunion from your 
own class. You might invite a favorite teacher of yours or of your children. 
 Whether you serve chicken or pizza, by lighting candles, saying the 
three brachot, and having a table filled with friends and family, you are 
separating Shabbat from the week and showing your families the         
importance of this sacred time together and helping our Neve community 
grow closer together. 
 Once you sign up, you’ll be provided with all the tools you need to 
pull off the dinner, including a challah and a challah roll, a set of candles, a 
brochure with the three blessings, conversation starter cards and some 
recipes. Ask any of the hosts: this is a most rewarding experience, wheth-
er it’s your first time or you celebrate Shabbat every week. 
 All you have to do to sign up is email us at                                         
guesswhosneve@gmail.com or call us at 908-510-4005 (Jennifer Bullock) 
or 732-742-8613 (Julie Hersch). 

Sign up to be a HOST and get involved with  

our next "themed" event!  Friday, May 11 
 All you have to do to sign up is email us at  

guesswhosneve@gmail.com or call us at 908-510-4005 (Jennifer Bullock)  
or 732-742-8613 (Julie Hersch). 

mailto:guesswhosneve@gmail.com
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Israel:  A Story of Survival By Chef Lon 

T his year marks the 70th anniversary of the 
formation of the modern state of Israel. I 

place emphasis upon the word modern, since 
Israel, as a nation, has been born and reborn 
many times over the eons. Each birth was difficult, 
and maintaining its existence (even today) has 
never been easy. The history of Israel has many 

highs, but, just as the Jewish people, have also experienced too many 
downs over its long history. 

 

Through the Ages 
Before there was an Israel there was the Jewish people. Their origin 
begins with Abraham, who lived in Israel around 1800 BCE (then 
called Canaan). The name Israel comes from the grandson of        
Abraham, Jacob whom was bestowed the name of Israel by God, 
which means that the first Jews lived in Israel 3300 years ago.       
Although some of Abraham’s ancestors continued to live in Canaan, it 
was not until around 1300 BCE that the Hebrews returning from Egypt 
entered the land of Israel to form a nation (after wandering around 
the desert for 40). 

 

 Birth - By 1250 BCE, the Jews, now called Israelites, had formed 
the nation of Israel under Joshua. Over the next 700 years the 
nation of Israel began to grow stronger There is archeological 
evidence of  “Israelites” living and settling in the area from an 
ancient tablet, called the Merneptah Stele dating to                
approximately 1206 BCE, which mentions the people of “Israel” 
living in Canaan. However, in 587 the Babylonians waged war, 
took control over Israel, ransacked Jerusalem, and destroyed the 
First Temple. Fifty years later (538 BCE), the Persian Empire took 
control of the land, and allowed the Jews to return and build the 
Second Temple. 

 

 Maccabees - The Greek Empire then took control in 333 BCE, and 
generally allowed the Jews to run Israel independently until the 
reign of King Antiochus, the Second Temple was ransacked by his 
army (in 167 BCE), which brought about revolts by the Jewish 
population. The Jews, led by the Maccabees revolted, bringing 
about their own independent rule of Israel. Evidence of a       
Maccabee burial cave and their camp (Mod’in) have been     
discovered. 

  

 Bar Kokba’s Revolt - The Roman Empire was next to conquer the 
area, and destroyed the second temple in 70 BCE. In 66 CE, the 
Jews did temporarily re-conquer Jerusalem, but soon lost      
control. Then in 132 Bar Kokbha led a rebellion, which allowed 
them to re-take most of Israel. When the Romans took back 
control a few years later, they expelled all Jews remaining in the 
area, and to erase all memories of Judaism, they renamed the 
area from Judea/Israel to Palestine. 

 

 Final Independence? - The Romans were conquered by the    
Byzantine Empire in 313, which ruled until 636. However, in 614, 
a group of at least 20,000 Jewish rebels joined up with the    
Sasanian Empire (Persians) to help fight against the Byzantines. 
They successfully captured Jerusalem, however, the control did 
not last long.. The Byzantine Empire regained control of the  
region to ultimately lose it to the Arabs in 636.  Over the next 

millennium, they were ruled by the Arabs,  Christians, Mamluk, 
Ottoman Empire, until the British took control in 1917. 

 

 Rebirth - In 1917 the British issued the Balfour Agreement, which 
called for “the establishment in Palestine of a national home for 
the Jewish people.” It then took another thirty-one years for the 
British to succeed control of Israel and give it to the new         
independent country.  On May 14, 1948, seventy years ago, the 
Nation of Israel was reborn. 

 

 Nothing is Easy - In 1947, the UN passed a resolution for a two-
state solution. The Arab leaders rejected the plan, and the day 
after the British forces pulled out they invaded the fledgling  
country. After ten months of fighting, Israel was victorious. This 
was not the end of the fighting, with subsequent wars in 1956, 
1967, and 1973. Although the fighting had ended in 1973, the 
notion of destroying the Israeli state continues through today via 
political and other means.   

 

Israeli Cuisine 
Answering the question of “what is Israeli food” was not as simple as I 
had first hoped. A country or a region’s cuisine is based on the local 
ingredients that are available. In the Middle East, many of the coun-
tries have access to the same food supplies, so through the ages, peo-
ple in the area mostly ate the same things.  
 Because Israeli cuisine is such a hodge-podge of culinary origins 
throughout the region, it was very extremely difficult to identify what 
foods or dishes were uniquely Israeli. There is the “Israeli salad,” which 
could have originated in any of the Mideast countries.  There is 
“Jewish food” like matzo balls and gefilte fish, which was brought into 
Israel by European/Ashkenazi Jews that immigrated.   
 I was able to find a few dishes, such as desserts created by Israeli 
companies, including Bamba, and Bisli. Although couscous is served 
throughout the region, one variation, Ben Gurion Rice (ptitim) was 
“invented” in the 1950s during a food shortage in Israel. Sabich is  
another dish that comes to mind, it is a cold breakfast sandwich that 
was named after a street vendor in Israel (the idea originated from an 
Iranian tradition of eating this cold dish on Shabbat). Jerusalem Kugel 
is another dish that originated in Europe, but found its own variation 
made in Jerusalem. Then there is the “Israeli Breakfast,” which is a 
distinctive style of breakfasting originally served in the kibbutz, which 
was the origination of the modern hearty self-service breakfast buffet 
now provided in many hotels worldwide. 

 

For an unabridged version of this article, visit https://
foodhistoryreligion.wordpress.com/.  

Recipe  Israeli Salad! (makes 8-10 servings) 
 

Ingredients 
6 large cucumbers (diced) 
4 large tomatoes (diced) 
1/3 cup Vidalia onion (diced) 
½ cup olive oil 
¼ cup garlic (chopped) 
 

Directions 
Combine all ingredients, except salt and mix.  Add salt to taste. 
 

Keep Cookin’ — Chef Lon 

¼ cup parsley (minced) 
4 Tbs. lemon juice 
1 tsp. salt 
½ tsp. black pepper 
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Torah Readers 
Matt Bonus ............................ 1 
Jake Bullock ........................... 3 
Andrea Colby ......................... 1 
Lawrence Dombrow .............. 9 
Eric Goldman ......................... 1 
Daniel Green .......................... 1 
Rosalie Green......................... 1 
Bruce Greenberg ................... 3 
Jennifer Greenberg ................ 1 
Adam Gross ........................... T 1 
Maya Kushner ........................ T 1 
Michael Kushner .................... 1 
Walter Rose ........................... 1 
Mark Rosenfield ..................... 4 
Michele Rosenfield ................ 8 
Daniel Rushefsky.................... 2 

Neve Shalom would like to thank the following people for 
chanting Torah during the month of March.  
 T=Teen,  JR=Junior 

Steven Schneider ................... 1 
Jeffrey Schulman .................... 2 
Stacey Sern ............................ 1 
Naomi Sessler ........................ T 2 
Barbara Spack ........................ 1 
Alan Stern .............................. 1 
Karen Weinstein .................... 7 
David Yellin ............................ 17 
 

Haftarah Readers 
Bruce Greenberg 
Adam Gross ........................... T 
Sidney Krane 
Stacey Sern 
Seymour Tabak 

 

Ashrei 
Amira Cohen .......................... JR 
Zevi Cohen ............................. JR 

O n Saturday, May 5, Patrick McAuley, 
the son of Mara and Rob McAuley, 

will be called to the Torah as a bar mitzvah.  
 Many family members will celebrate 
with Patrick, including his sister Paige; Pop-
Pop Stuart and Grandma Barbara Melinek 
from Manchester, NJ; Aunt Barbara and 
Uncle Matt Ravitz from Madison, NJ; Uncle 
Stew Ravitz from Wake Forest, NC; Aunt 
Elene Ravitz from Edison; Aunt Iris Meckler 
from Northfield, NJ; Aunt Judy and Uncle 
John DiElmo from Whiting, NJ; and Uncle 
John and Aunt Elise McAuley from        
Philadelphia, PA - and lots more aunts, 
uncles, and cousins. 
 Patrick is in the 7th  grade at South Plainfield Middle School, 
where his favorite subjects are Science and ELA (English). 
  Patrick has many hobbies and interests: "I like to act in       
theater, and I play the trumpet in the school band. In my spare 
time, I play video games on PS4. When I grow up, I want to be   
involved in CSI (Crime Scene Investigation)." 
  For his mitzvah project, he is "...working with a Jewish veteran 
who lives at the Menlo Park Veteran's Home. He's in charge of the 
library there, and I'm helping him organize and re-shelve all of their 
books." 
 And while family travels over the years have taken Patrick up 

and down the East Coast, he is very excited to tell us that "I'm   

making my first trip to Israel right after my bar mitzvah!" 

Called to the Torah 
By Flora Cowen 

 The rabbis use this story to 
illustrate how the revelation of the 
Torah may have begun at Mount 
Sinai but how the divine process 
continues from generation to    
generation as the Torah scholars of 
each era add to our understanding 
of God’s words. 
 This month, as we celebrate 
that moment on Sinai as the   
opening of our eternal exploration 
of how to understand God’s will, 
let us contemplate the role of our 
community in that process.  Our 
understanding of the world around 
us and our ritual practice continue 
to evolve. There are still many 
members who remember the  
synagogue’s transition to          
egalitarianism.  I’ve witnessed the 
vitality of our alternative minyanim 
including the every popular yoga 
minyan and I’ve enjoyed the    
reception of our new Shabbat and 

(continued from page 1) From Our Rabbi….Eric Rosin 

Holy Day prayerbook, Siddur Lev 
Shalem.  The lay led Minyan 
Shalem has been a welcome     
addition to our davening offerings 
and we continue to add more and 
more layers of spirituality,         
philosophy, sociology and theology 
onto the teachings that we share in 
the sanctuary, in our Adult        
Education offerings and during the 
Men’s Club’s Torah on Tap        
program.  Who can tell what other 
innovations and evolutions are in 
store?   
 We can’t predict what we 
might encounter if we were      
suddenly transported into Neve 
Shalom’s future.  We can only have 
faith that it will be guided by the 
constant effort to be a part of the 
process of exploring the truths that 
were revealed when the Torah was 
first given to Moses.  
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T he Loom Room’s reputation has spread far and wide and we have received commissions 
from a synagogue in the Chicago area for six tallitot and from the Cantor’s Assembly for 

15 atarot (tallit collars) as gifts to their past presidents.  Past Cantor’s Assembly president, our 
own Hazzan Levin, (pictured, top right) wove one of the atarot – and did a great job!   
 One of the beautiful rainbow tallitot for Chicago and atarot for the Cantor’s Assembly 
(pictured, bottom right) – off the loom and being blocked. 
 The Loom Room is busy but not too busy to get you on the loom to weave a tallit, challah 
cover, tallit bag, matzoh cover, afikomen bag.  Make an heirloom for yourself or someone 
special. 

 

Give it a try!! YOU can do it!! 
 

For more information and to schedule your time on the loom, contact:   
Cory Schneider at717-574-1807 or corstan65@gmail.com or  
Jennifer Bullock at  732-906-8565 or  rnjbullock@aol.com 

Dream Weavers  
in the Neve Shalom Loom Room 

Ritually Speaking By Andrea L. Colby, Vice President, Ritual 

Jerusalem—I am writing to you this 
evening from Jerusalem after having 
visited the Old City, ending my tour at 
the Southern Wall of the Temple.  The 
last time I visited Israel, in 1998, the  
area surrounding the Southern Wall was 
a minefield of rubble, evidence of the 
Roman destruction of the Temple in 70 
A.D.  Serious archaeological excavations 
had just begun and it was not evident 
what buildings had existed in the vicinity 
at that time.   
 Today, the Davidson Center tells the 
story of the layers of cultures that the 
excavations have uncovered:  the      
Ottoman walls, the Muslim mansions, 
the Crusader castle, and the steps built 
to lead up to the Temple Mount on 
which thousands of our ancestors trod 
during the Festivals to offer prayers and 
sacrifices.   
 My guide pointed out that there 
were two arches on the left (western-
most) side of the Southern Wall and 
three arches on the right to the east.  
According to traditional sources, the 
vast majority of pilgrims entered the 

Temple Mount through the three     
eastern arches and exited through the 
two western arches.  However, those 
who were being married or were in 
mourning, often entered through the 
two western arches (a kind of “up the 
down staircase” activity).  The reason?  
To permit others who were exiting, 
often in the thousands, to wish them 
well or to console the mourners and let 
them know that they were not alone.  
In either case, they had a huge        
community to be there for them in   
happiness or grief.   
 The traditional statement made to 
those in a house of mourning, even to 
this day, is HaMakom yenacheim 
etchem b'toch she'ar aveilei tzion v'y-
rushalayim:  May God console you 
among the other mourners of Zion and 
Jerusalem.  My guide indicated that 
while “HaMakom” (meaning “the 
place”) refers to God, it also refers to 
the place we toured this afternoon, the 
Temple Mount.  It is the place where 
others in our community and beyond 
gather to celebrate as well as to      

comfort and to let everyone know that 
they are not alone.  
 At Neve Shalom, we strive to carry 
this concept to our own community, both 
when someone has a joyous occasion and 
when someone experiences a loss.  To 
work toward the comfort of mourners, 
we have formed a Shiva Task Force and 
are working with Rabbi Rosin to address 
our need to have a seamless process to 
provide the ritual and spiritual support 
that our mourners need.   If you are    
interested in assisting our team, please 
let me or Elyse Schulman know.  Your 
support will be greatly appreciated. 
 The Ritual Committee meets the first 
Tuesday of every month at 7:30 pm.  We 
would love for you to join us and         
contribute to our mission of expanding 
opportunities for and supporting spiritual 
practices congruent with Conservative 
Judaism in our synagogue and community 
as our environment changes.  We look 
forward to seeing you!  
 
 

You Are Not Alone 

mailto:corstan65@gmail.com
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Community Kiddush Fund 
In Honor Of ........................................ From 
Neve Shalom ........................................ Sandra Wunder 
Neve Shalom Purim Committee ........... Fredda Robinson 
In Memory Of .................................... From 
Brian Caplan ........................................ Joel and Sondra Caplan 
Elka Zibman ......................................... Rena and David Kallman 
Harry Nieman ...................................... Joel and Sondra Caplan 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... The Kafker Family 

 

Deborah Anes Memorial Youth Fund 
In Memory Of .................................... From 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Bruce Greenberg and Deborah Berman 
Yahrzeit ................................................ Jonathan Greenberg and Stacey Sern 

 

Don and Ruth Kahn Book and Author Fund 
In Memory Of .................................... From 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Stanley and Gail Slobodien 

 

Education Fund 
In Honor Of ........................................ From 
Hazzan Levin ........................................ Edward Levine 
In Memory Of .................................... From 
Ceila Korbman ..................................... Michael and Florine Kaplan 
Lee Reiter ............................................ Steven and Lori Shery 

 

Friends Of Neve Shalom Nursery School Fund 
In Honor Of ........................................ From 
Eliot and Barbara Spack, thank you 
 for your kind words and friendship ..... Daniel and Debra Hirsch 
Ken Braverman, thank you 
for your leadership of the honoree 
event and for being good friends. ....... Daniel and Debra Hirsch 
Cindy Steinbach, thank you 
for your leadership of the honoree 
 event and for being good friends. ....... Daniel and Debra Hirsch 
Jennifer Bullock, thank you  
for your leadership of the honoree  
event and for being good friends. ....... Daniel and Debra Hirsch 
In Memory Of .................................... From 
Pearl Kaplan, beloved mother 
of Aimee Braverman ............................ Edward and Marian Szteinbaum 

 

Gershon Robinson Music and Art/Turtletaub Music Library Fund 
In Memory Of .................................... From 
Gershon Robinson ............................... Fredda Robinson 
Victoria Goldstein ................................ Fredda Robinson 

 

Ner Tamid Fund 
In Honor Of ........................................ From 
Neve Shalom ........................................ Adriana Cuervo 
Neve Shalom Purim Committee ........... Judith Spiegel 
Stacey Derector ................................... Ellen and Perry Saines 

In Memory  Of .................................... From 
Anita Nagel .......................................... Steven Nagel 
Benjamin Lechman .............................. Morris and Yetta Gelber 
Edward Schupack ................................. Karen Reichel 
Esther Reichel ...................................... Karen Reichel 
Jeannette Nelson ................................. Eleanor Massey 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Cory and Stanley Schneider 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Edna Sherber 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Lawrence Dombrow 
Reubin Reichel ..................................... Karen Reichel 
Sarah Freiberg ..................................... Howard and Marian F. Kaufman 
Sol Horowitz ........................................ Susan and Malvin Keller 
Sophie Schreiber .................................. Philip Schreiber 
Steven Reichel ..................................... Karen Reichel 
Yahrzeit ................................................ Joyce Westerman 

Yahrzeit ................................................ Lisa and Walter Heskes 
Yahrzeit ................................................ Walter Newman 
Yahrzeit ................................................ Barry and Linda Mendelson 

 

Neve Shalom Blood Drive In Memory Of Michael Allan Thompson Fund 
In Memory Of .................................... From 
Michael Allen Thompson ..................... Edward Thompson  
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Edward Thompson and Rita Gordon 

 

Susy Schwartz Fund 
In Honor Of ....................................... From 
Neve Shalom ........................................ Ira and Amy Artman 
In Memory  Of ................................... From 
David Baras .......................................... Seymour and Renee Bromberg 
Hirsch Zibman ...................................... Rena and David Kallman 
Joseph Bromberg ................................. Seymour and Renee Bromberg 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Seymour and Renee Bromberg 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Susan and Malvin Keller 

 

Tikkun Olam Fund 
In Honor Of ....................................... From 
Neve Shalom Purim Committee ........... Fredda Robinson 
Ruth Rosenfeld .................................... Flora Cowen 

 

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund 
In Honor Of ....................................... From 
Rabbi Rosin, with deep gratitude for 
all the kindness extended to me  
at the time of my mother's passing. .... Lenore Boyarin 
In Memory Of .................................... From 
Amy Wernik ......................................... Mark Sheratsky 
Betty Wise ........................................... Gerald and Rhoda Grossman 
Claire Grossman................................... Gerald and Rhoda Grossman 
Doris Sherman ..................................... Judith Sherman 
Joel Mendelson.................................... Steven and Judy Richman 
Laura Richman ..................................... Steven and Judy Richman 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Hannah and Bruce Goldman 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Joyce and Irwin Slurzberg 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Morris and Yetta Gelber 
Pearl Kaplan ......................................... Iris and Jon Wininger 
Yahrzeit ................................................ Steven and Phyllis Weiser 
Sanford Taffet ...................................... Reuven and Nancy Kaswin 
 

We Gratefully Acknowledge 
and thank the following generous contributors to our funds: 

“Peaceable Dwelling” —  artwork inspired by  
and created at Neve Shalom. 
 

 “Peaceable Dwelling” is the artwork by 
Mordechai Rosenstein as painted in the lobby 
and the ballroom during his visit to Neve    
Shalom in November as Artist-in-Residence.  
 The piece was inspired by our name “Neve 
Shalom”, and the psalm provided by Hazzan 
Levin:  “And my people shall live in a peaceable 
dwelling.” – Isaiah 32 (part of verse 18) 
 We encourage you to order your own 
copy as a  keepsake.  A percentage of the  proceeds come back to Neve 
Shalom. 
 The flat print, including framing and double matting, is signed and 
numbered and costs $375, plus $35 shipping. The three dimensional 
version is $495, double matted and signed, plus  $35 shipping. 
 Order yours by sending an email to rosensteinarts@gmail.com or 
call 215-635-7070. 

mailto:osensteinarts@gmail.com
tel:(215)%20635-7070
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10 MAIN STREET 732-634-8500    
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095 732-634-1521 
800-729-0582 Fax:  732-750-0120 

MEMORIAL CENTER 

HAIMM MONUMENTS FOR 
ALL CEMETERIES 

Know someone who needs help? 

Don’t Keep It Under Your Hat! 

  
Know someone in need of help during an illness, after 

surgery, after the birth of a child, please contact the 
Mitzvah Mission. 

No Mission Is Impossible! 
tikkunolam@neveshalom.net 

732-858-1764 

mailto:tikkunolam@neveshalom.net
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Commercial Litigation, Collections and Bankruptcy 

Nationwide 

SAMUEL and JOY GRAFTON 

POPPER and GRAFTON  -  ATTORNEYS AT LAW 
 

 
 

225 West 34th Street  
Suite 1806 
New York, NY 10122-1600 

212-290-2630  

GOLDSTEIN 

FUNERAL CHAPEL  INC. 

We value the dignity and the sanctity of the 
Jewish soul and we uphold and maintain 

reverence for the Jewish tradition. 
 

Exclusively Jewish Operated 
Conveniently Located 

Large Chapels 
 

Martin Goldstein, Mgr. 
N.J. Lic. 4025 

2015 Woodbridge Avenue, Edison 

732-777-0032 
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Neve Shalom 

Jewish Community Center 

250 Grove Avenue 

Metuchen, NJ  08840 

732-548-2238 
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